Degeneration of vestibular neurons in late embryogenesis of both heterozygous and homozygous BDNF null mutant mice
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SUMMARY

The generation of mice lacking specific neurotrophins permits evaluation of the trophic requirements of particular neuronal populations throughout development. In the present study, we examined the developing vestibulocochlear system to determine the time course of neurotrophin dependence and to determine whether competition occurred among developing cochlear or vestibular neurons for available amounts of either brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) or neurotrophin-4/5 (NT-4/5). Both cochlear and vestibular neurons were present in mice lacking NT-4/5. In contrast, vestibular neurons decreased in number beginning at mid-stages of inner ear development, in mice lacking BDNF. Early in development (E12.5-13), the size of the vestibular ganglion was normal in bdnf⁻/⁻ mice. Decreased innervation to vestibular sensory epithelia was detected at E13.5-15, when progressive loss of all afferent innervation to the semicircular canals and reduced innervation to the utricle and saccule were observed. At E16.5-17, there was a reduction in the number of vestibular neurons in bdnf⁻/⁻ mice. A further decrease in vestibular neurons was observed at P1 and P15. Compared to bdnf⁻/⁻ mice, mice heterozygous for the BDNF null mutation (bdnf⁺⁻) showed an intermediate decrease in the number of vestibular neurons from E16.5-P15. These data indicate a late developmental requirement of vestibular neurons for BDNF and suggest competition among these neurons for limited supplies of this factor.
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INTRODUCTION

During nervous system development, a period of extensive neuronal cell death is thought to result in part from competition for limited amounts of target-derived neurotrophic factors (Levi-Montalcini, 1987; Davies, 1988). This was first suggested from studies that demonstrated that manipulating the size of the target tissue directly influenced the number of neurons able to survive (Hollyday and Hamburger, 1976; Levi-Montalcini and Booker, 1960; Levi-Montalcini and Angeletti, 1966; Levi-Montalcini, 1987). At the molecular level, nerve growth factor (NGF) has served as the prototypical neurotrophic factor, with extensive evidence supporting a target-derived role of this molecule in the development of sympathetic and neural-crest-derived sensory neurons. Members of the recently discovered NGF-related neurotrophin family (reviewed by Lindsay et al., 1994), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), neurotrophin-3 (NT-3) and neurotrophin-4/5 (NT-4/5) have also been proposed to function as target-derived factors, but evidence for this is less well established.

The recent generation of mice lacking expression of specific neurotrophins (Crowley et al., 1994; Ernfors et al., 1994a,b; Farinas et al., 1994; Jones et al., 1994; Conover et al., 1995) is helping to refine details of the neuronal specificities of these factors and, in particular, is allowing the growth factor requirements of specific neuronal populations to be examined throughout development. By examining the status of neuronal populations in mice which lack neurotrophins, it is now possible to determine in vivo whether individual neuronal populations rely on specific neurotrophic factors during early neurogenesis, periods of initial neurite outgrowth, or at the stage of target encounter and subsequent innervation. Additionally, mice that are heterozygous (+⁻) for a targeted null mutation of a neurotrophin provide a means to assess ‘gene-dosage’ effects by relating changes in neurotrophin production to the number of surviving neurons in a particular neuronal population.

Recent histological analyses of mice lacking one or another of the neurotrophins has provided insights into temporal aspects of their roles. For example, in mice lacking NGF, dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons were greatly decreased in number at birth, whereas sympathetic neuron numbers were not decreased until P10. Because sympathetic neurons become dependent on NGF later in development than DRG neurons, it was suggested that NGF regulated neuronal survival during the periods of programmed cell death (Crowley et al., 1994). Recent reports have also provided support for the hypothesis that there are reciprocal trophic interactions between neurons.
and their target tissues. Muscle spindles, which depend on large sensory fiber afferent innervation for formation, were found to be completely absent at birth in mice lacking NT-3 (nt-3−/−). In contrast, muscle spindle number was reduced by 50% in NT-3 heterozygous null mutants (nt-3+/−). These results also suggested that levels of NT-3 were reduced in nt-3−/− mice (Ernfors et al., 1994b). However, detailed evaluation of the age-dependent and the dose-dependent effects of neurotrophins have not yet been examined in detail in peripheral neuronal populations of neurotrophin-deficient mice.

Unlike other more abundant or more accessible populations of primary afferent neurons, the growth factor requirements of vestibular and cochlear neurons are less well defined. The mature inner ear consists of both vestibular structures that regulate balance and cochlear structures responsible for hearing. The inner ear forms initially as a thickened patch of ectoderm that invaginates to form the otic vesicle or otocyst (Knowlton, 1967; Alvarez and Navascues, 1990; Li et al., 1978). The relatively simple, spherical-shaped otocyst then undergoes a series of morphological changes to give rise to the vestibular and cochlear regions of the inner ear. The statoacoustic ganglia (SAG or vestibulocochlear ganglia) arises from the ventromedial wall of the otocyst initially as one complex that subsequently separates into distinct vestibular and cochlear segments (Li et al., 1978).

Detection of BDNF and NT-3 mRNA in the early stage otocyst has led to speculation that these factors may be required for early formation and perhaps guidance of statoacoustic (SAG) neurons to their target tissues (Hallböök et al., 1993; Schecterson and Bothwell, 1992; Pirvola et al., 1992, 1994). Consistent with this possibility, in situ hybridization analyses of SAG neurons have identified transcripts for neurotrophin receptors, TrkA, TrkB and TrkC (Pirvola et al., 1992, 1994). However, several in vitro studies have suggested that neurotrophins are unable to directly effect the survival or outgrowth of SAG at the early stages of inner ear development (Davies et al., 1986; Represa and Bernd, 1989; Bianchi and Cohan, 1993). Other in vitro studies have provided mixed results on whether neurotrophins influence auditory and vestibular neurons at various stages of development (Lefebvre et al., 1991; Avila et al., 1993; Vogel and Davies, 1991). Thus, in vitro models have not clearly established the developmental time course for neurotrophin-dependence in the vestibulocochlear system.

Initial reports describing neurotrophin null mutant mice provided evidence that BDNF and NT-3, but not NT-4/5, are ultimately required for maintenance of the vestibulocochlear system (Ernfors et al., 1994, 1995; Jones et al., 1994; Conover et al., 1995; Liu et al., 1995). The present study provides a detailed analysis of the development of vestibular and cochlear structures in mice heterozygous or homozygous for the BDNF and/or NT-4/5 null mutations. Our results indicate that cochlear neurons are largely intact throughout development in mice lacking BDNF, NT-4/5, or both these neurotrophins. In contrast, beginning at mid-stages of inner ear development, vestibular ganglia demonstrate a developmental decrease in the number of vestibular neurons in the absence of BDNF. The absence of both BDNF and NT-4/5 does not result in any greater decrease in vestibular neurons. Compared to bdnf−/− mice, bdnf+− mice show an intermediate decrease in vestibular neurons from E16.5-P15, suggesting that BDNF is present in ‘intermediate’ quantities in mice heterozygous for the null mutation. Support for this idea was obtained by comparing BDNF protein levels from neural tissue of bdnf+−, bdnf−/− and bdnf−/− mice. Consistent with the classical definition of the neurotrophic hypothesis, the results of this study provide further in vivo evidence that developing peripheral neurons compete for available levels of neurotrophic factor.

Following submission of the current manuscript, a paper by Ernfors et al. (1995) describing development of the vestibulocochlear system in mice lacking BDNF and NT-3 was published. Similarities and differences to their findings are described below.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### Generation of BDNF, NT-4/5 and BDNF-NT-4/5 null mutant mice

The generation of mice with targeted disruption of either the BDNF or NT-4/5 genes has been described previously (Conover et al., 1995). Mice lacking expression of both BDNF and NT-4/5 were generated from mice heterozygous for the BDNF and NT-4/5 null mutations. Southern blot analysis of genomic DNA obtained from mouse tails was performed to determine the genotype of each animal analyzed (Conover et al., 1995). Wild-type (+/+), heterozygous (+/−) and homozygous (−/−) mice were examined at embryonic (E12.5-13, E13.5-14, E14.5-15, E16.5-17) and postnatal (P1, P7 and P15) stages. All experimental groups contained 2-8 animals. All animal procedures were conducted under protocols reviewed and approved by an Institutional Animal Use and Care Committee in compliance with NIH guidelines.

#### Histological analysis

##### Serial sections

Embryonic mice were immersed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 2-4 days, then processed for paraffin embedding. Postnatal mice were perfused intracardially with 4% paraformaldehyde. Inner ear tissues from P15 mice were decalcified prior to processing for paraffin embedding. Serial sections (7-10 μm) from embryonic and postnatal mice were stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Each section was examined to identify the number of sections containing neuronal somata. Measures of the area occupied by neuronal cell bodies in 10 randomly selected, but evenly spaced sections throughout the regions containing neurons were obtained (Jandel Image Analysis System, Zeiss Axiosplan). Areas containing nerve fibers were excluded. The volume of each vestibular ganglion (μm³×10⁶) was then calculated from the cross-sectional area, section thickness and number of sections containing neurons. Comparisons of neuronal numbers were made by counting the number of neurons with a clear nucleus in the plane of section in every second or third section (18-21 μm intervals). At P15, neuronal counts were also corrected based on the nuclear diameter and section thickness using the formula of Abercrombie (1946). Similar reductions of neuronal number in heterozygous and homozygous mice were obtained with both counting methods. Data shown represent uncorrected counts. To compare neuronal soma size, the diameter of 100 randomly selected neurons throughout each ganglia of P15 mice was measured. In the figures, values represent the means and standard errors.

#### Immunohistochemistry for neurofilament detection

Neurofilaments were detected with the RT97 antibody. Sections through the cochlear ganglia were deparaffinized, cleared, blocked with serum then incubated in the primary RT97 antibody (1:500, room
temperature 1-2 hours). Sections were then processed using the avidin-biotin-peroxidase technique (Vectastain Elite, Burlingame, CA). Adjacent sections lacking the primary antibody were used as controls.

Whole-mount surface preparations
An analysis of afferent connections to the inner ear was performed as previously described (Fritzsch and Nichols, 1993). Briefly, DiI (1,1’-dioctadecyl-3,3,3,3’-tetramethylindocarbocyanine percholate; Molecular Probes) soaked filter strips were applied to the alar plate rostral to the statoacoustic (octaval) nerve root in E13.5-14, E14.5-Molecular Probes) soaked filter strips were applied to the alar plate rostral to the statoacoustic (octaval) nerve root in E13.5-14, E14.5-15 and P7 bdnf+/+ and bdnf−/− mice. After a diffusion time of 3-8 days at 36°C, the ears, with otic ganglion and facial nerve attached, were dissected free from adjacent periotic mesenchyme and viewed and photographed as whole mounts. To examine the integrity of cochlear sensory hair cells and myelinated nerve fibers, aldehyde-fixed cochleae from postnatal mice were perfused through the round window with 1.5% osmium tetroxide. The organ of Corti was then dissected and viewed as whole-mount surface preparations.

Analysis of BDNF protein levels
BDNF protein levels were obtained from neural tissues using an enzyme-linked immunoabsorbant assay (ELISA) as previously described (Radke et al., 1995). Briefly, equal numbers of dorsal root ganglia were dissected from bdnf+/+, bdnf−/+ and bdnf−/− mice and homogenized in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris HCl, 0.6 M NaCl, 0.2% Triton X-100, 1% BSA, 0.1 mM benzethonium chloride, 1 mM benzamidine, and 0.1 mM PMSF at pH 7.4). Tissues were homogenized and centrifuged at 4°C for 30 minutes at 10,000 g. Supernatants (50 µl/sample) were then assayed using a BDNF-specific monoclonal antibody as a capture antibody and a biotinylated, affinity-purified rabbit anti-BDNF polyclonal antibody as a reporter system (Regeneron Pharmaceuticals). An HRP-avidin conjugate was detected using TMB as the substrate for colorimetric analysis. The optical density was read at 450 nm with a 570 nm correction for the plastic interference (Molecular Devices). The ELISA detected BDNF at concentrations of 10 pg/ml-2.5 ng/ml, but did not recognize NGF, NT-3, or NT-4/5 at concentrations up to 100 ng/ml.

RESULTS

Formation of SAG in the absence of BDNF
Previous studies of mice lacking BDNF (bdnf−/−) had revealed a significant deficit in the normal complement of neurons of the vestibular ganglion by the second postnatal week (Ernfors et al., 1994a; Jones et al., 1994; Conover et al., 1995). To determine more accurately at what stage of development BDNF is required for survival of vestibular neurons, we examined the ganglia at stages corresponding to the periods of initial neurite outgrowth through late-synaptogenesis (Desmadryl and Sams, 1990, Desmadryl et al., 1992).

Examination of serial cross-sections indicated that the SAG at E12.5-E13 was similar in size and appearance in both wild-type mice (bdnf+/+) and bdnf−/− mice (Fig. 1). At this early stage of development, corresponding to the period of initial neurite outgrowth, the ganglia is not yet separated into distinct vestibular and cochlear regions. However, the volumes of the entire SAG complex were similar in both bdnf+/+ (12.4±1.6×10⁶ µm³) and bdnf−/− mice (11.6±1.0×10⁶ µm³), suggesting that at early stages of development, the development of the vestibular component of the SAG is not dependent on BDNF.

Vestibular innervation in the absence of BDNF
By E13.5-14, innervation to all vestibular sensory epithelia of the inner ear was established in bdnf+/+ mice (Fig. 2A,C; n=8). However, the innervation to vestibular sensory epithelia was reduced in bdnf−/− mice at this stage (n=8). Among the bdnf−/− mice, afferent innervation to the posterior vertical canal was absent (Fig. 2B). In addition, the innervation to the anterior vertical and horizontal canals, if present at all (Fig. 2B,D), was reduced compared to the bdnf+/+ littermates. By E14.5-15, all innervation to the semicircular canals was lost in bdnf−/− mice (Fig. 3, n=5). In contrast, the utricle and saccule showed only reduced innervation at both E13.5 and E14.5. Although the

Fig. 1. Cross sections of embryonic SAG and vestibular ganglia. (A) At E12.5-13 the SAG is similar in size in both wild-type (+/+ and bdnf−/+). (B) At E16.5-17 the vestibular ganglia is dramatically reduced in size in bdnf−/− mice. The bdnf+/+ mice show an intermediate reduction in the size of vestibular ganglia at this stage. Area of ganglia is outlined in black. Scale bar, 100 µm.
the cochlea (C) was similar in both reveal a more modest reduction in nerve fiber density. Innervation to contrast to the semicircular canals, the utricle (U) and saccule (S) vertical (AC) and horizontal canals (HC) are greatly reduced. In posterior canal (PC, *) are absent whereas fibers to the anterior sensory hair cells. Within the saccule, a reduction in innervation was observed in the dorsal region (supplied by fibers running with the vestibular root), but not ventral region (supplied from the cochlear nerve root).

Loss of vestibular neurons during mid-stages of inner ear development in the absence of BDNF

In the mouse inner ear, the vestibular component of the SAG is clearly distinguishable from the cochlear portion by E16.5-17. By this stage, the vestibular fibers have begun to make synaptic contact with their sensory hair cells. Examination of E16.5-17 bdnf+/− mice revealed a decrease in vestibular ganglion volume and neuronal number compared to bdnf+/+ mice (Table 1; Fig. 1). By P1 there was a further reduction in the volume and number of neurons in the vestibular ganglia of bdnf−/− mice (Table 1). At P15, bdnf−/− mice had very few neurons remaining in vestibular ganglia (Fig. 4). The volume of the vestibular ganglia represented only 4% of the volume measured in bdnf+/+ mice (Table 1), whereas the number of vestibular neurons in bdnf−/− mice was only 2% of the number found in bdnf+/+ mice (Table 1).

Mice heterozygous for the BDNF null mutation display a gene dosage decrease in vestibular ganglia and reduction in BDNF protein levels

Compared to wild-type or bdnf+/− mice, mice heterozygous for the BDNF null mutation (bdnf−/+ ) had an intermediate decrease

![Fig. 2. Comparison of Dil-labeled flat mounts of E13.5-14 bdnf+/+ (A,C) and bdnf−/− (B,D). Innervation to sensory epithelia is present in bdnf+/+ mice, however innervation is reduced to the vestibular epithelia in bdnf−/− mice. In bdnf+/+ mice, fibers innervating the posterior canal (PC, *) are absent whereas fibers to the anterior vertical (AC) and horizontal canals (HC) are greatly reduced. In contrast to the semicircular canals, the utricle (U) and saccule (S) reveal a more modest reduction in nerve fiber density. Innervation to the cochlea (C) was similar in both bdnf+/+ and bdnf−/− mice. Scale bar, 100 μm. Arrows indicate anterior, A and dorsal, D.]

![Fig. 3. Comparison of Dil-labeled flat mounts of E14.5-15 bdnf+/+ and bdnf−/− mice. In contrast to bdnf+/+ mice, bdnf−/− mice have nearly complete loss of innervation to the semicircular canals. A few fibers extend toward, but do not reach, the anterior vertical canal (AC). Fibers are not detected in the region of the horizontal canal (HC). The utricular innervation (U) extends throughout the area of sensory hair cells with many processes ending in boutons at the level of the hair cells (arrowhead). Scale bar, 100 μm.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developmental stage</th>
<th>bdnf+/+</th>
<th>bdnf−/−</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E16.5-17 Volume (×10^6 μm^3)</td>
<td>11.9±0.17 (n=3) 100%</td>
<td>7.3±0.6 (n=3) 61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of neurons</td>
<td>1597±140 (n=3) 100%</td>
<td>921±56 (n=3) 57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1 Volume (×10^6 μm^3)</td>
<td>11.4±0.5 (n=5) 100%</td>
<td>8.4±0.4 (n=2) 73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of neurons</td>
<td>1417±54 (n=5) 100%</td>
<td>972±120 (n=2) 69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15 Volume (×10^6 μm^3)</td>
<td>25.0±4.2 (n=2) 100%</td>
<td>11.3±0.3 (n=3) 45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of neurons</td>
<td>1248±139 (n=3) 100%</td>
<td>739±48 (n=3) 59%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of the reduction of vestibular ganglion volume and neuronal number in bdnf+/+, bdnf−/+ and bdnf−/− mice. Mean volumes of ganglia (×10^6 μm^3), ±s.e.m.) represent regions occupied by neuronal cell bodies and exclude areas containing nerve fibers. The number of neurons (± s.e.m.) in the vestibular ganglia of P15 mice was estimated by counting the number of neurons with a nucleus in the plane of section at 18-21 μm intervals throughout the ganglia. Due to the small number of neurons present in P15 bdnf−/− mice, all neurons were counted within the ganglia. For each stage of development examined the volume of the vestibular ganglia and number of neurons in wild-type animals is set at 100%. The percentages of ganglion volume or neuronal numbers given for heterozygous (+/−) and homozygous (−/−) mice are relative only to wild-type mice at the same stage of development.
Fig. 4. Cross sections of P15 vestibular ganglia. Very few neurons remain in bdnf−/− mice. Compared to bdnf+/+ mice, bdnf−/− mice reveal an intermediate reduction in the size of the vestibular ganglia. Area of ganglia is outlined in black. Scale bar, 100 μm.

Fig. 5. Comparison of BDNF protein levels in DRG from bdnf+/+, bdnf−/+ and bdnf−/− mice. Mice heterozygous from the BDNF null mutation show a 50% reduction in BDNF protein compared to bdnf+/+ littermates.

Fig. 6. Cross sections through peripheral vestibular targets. Hair cells are present in the sacculus of both wild-type (+/+ and bdnf−/− mice at P15. Scale bar, 100 μm.

in vestibular ganglion size and neuronal number at E16.5-17. Similarly, P1 bdnf−/− mice also displayed an intermediate decrease in ganglion size and number of vestibular neurons (Table 1). By P15, the volume of vestibular ganglia in bdnf−/− mice was 45% of the volume of bdnf+/+ mice. The number of vestibular neurons in bdnf−/− mice was 59% of the number counted in bdnf+/+ mice (Table 1). The average diameter of vestibular neurons was slightly decreased in bdnf−/− mice (13.4±0.06 μm; n=100) compared to bdnf+/+ mice (15.3±1.4 μm; n=100). Thus, both the volume of the vestibular ganglia and the number of neurons present were reduced by approximately half in mice heterozygous for the BDNF null mutation. The intermediate decrease in the number of vestibular neurons in bdnf−/− mice, compared to bdnf+/+ and bdnf−/− mice, is highly suggestive of a dose-dependent effect of target-derived BDNF on the survival of developing vestibular neurons.

In order to test whether BDNF protein levels were decreased in bdnf−/− and bdnf−/− mice, ELISA measurements were conducted. Due to the small size of the vestibular target tissues, it was not possible to generate enough tissue for ELISA analysis. Therefore, BDNF protein levels were measured from the more abundant dorsal root ganglia (DRG). Results from these experiments revealed a gene dose-dependent decrease in BDNF protein levels in bdnf−/− and bdnf−/− mice (Fig. 5). In DRG, the levels of BDNF protein in bdnf−/− mice were reduced by 50% of that observed in bdnf+/+ mice. BDNF protein levels were not above background in bdnf−/− mice. These results indicate that BDNF protein levels in bdnf−/− mice are essentially half of that found in bdnf+/+ littermates.

Formation of peripheral and central vestibular targets in mice lacking BDNF

The morphological appearance of target hair cells appeared normal in both bdnf+/+ and bdnf−/− mice. Sensory hair cells were present (Fig. 6) in all vestibular regions peripherally (saccule, utricle, cristae ampullaris) and central vestibular nuclei were observed (not shown). Thus, the degeneration of vestibular ganglion neurons was not a consequence of missing target cells, nor did neuronal degeneration result in a notable loss of target cells.

Development of cochlear structures in the absence of BDNF or NT-4/5

BDNF mRNA has been detected in developing and adult cochlear sensory epithelium and mRNA for Trk B has been detected on cochlear neurons (Pirvola et al., 1992; Wheeler et al., 1994). Although previous reports have indicated that cochlear ganglia are largely intact in bdnf−/− mice (Ernfors et al., 1994a; Conover et al., 1995), there may be a subpopulation of neurons that is disrupted in these mice. The cochlear (spiral) ganglion contains two types of neurons (type I and type II) that relay acoustic information from inner and outer sensory hair cells, respectively.

Dil labeling of cochlear fibers at E13.5-14 and E14.5-15 did not reveal any morphological differences between bdnf+/+ and bdnf−/− mice (Figs 2, 3). Evaluation of whole-mount surface preparations of the postnatal (P15) organ of Corti from bdnf−/− mice revealed that sensory hair cells and support cells were present. However, an apparent decrease in the myelinated nerve fiber density at the very apical region of the organ of Corti in bdnf−/− mice was observed (Fig. 7B). All other cochlear regions were similar in bdnf+/+ (n=4) and bdnf−/− mice (n=4). Nerve fiber density in the apical region increased in bdnf−/− mice from P11 to P15. However, because these mice typically die by the third postnatal week, it is not known whether normal innervation density is ever achieved in the absence of BDNF. Nerve fiber density in the organ of Corti of mice lacking NT-4/5 appeared normal.

Immunohistochemistry and Dil labeling were performed to test whether type II cochlear neurons, which represent 5% of the cochlear neuron population and innervate outer hair cells, were disrupted in bdnf−/− mice. These neurons, as distinguished
by characteristic immunostaining with the neurofilament antibody RT97 (Berglund and Ryugo, 1986) were present in the cochlear ganglia of P15 bdnf−/− mice (Fig. 8A). DiI labeling of afferent fibers also revealed that the unmyelinated type II fibers innervating the outer hair cells of the organ of Corti, were present (Fig. 8C, arrows). However, compared to wild-type mice, P7 bdnf−/− mice revealed a reduction in nerve fiber innervation to the outer hair cells (compare arrows Fig. 8B and C). The reduction in the apical and middle turns of the cochlea (not shown) was even more prominent than the reduction observed in the basal regions (Fig. 8C). Thus, type II neurons were detected in bdnf−/− mice, but displayed location-specific reductions in innervation density.

**Vestibular neurons in mice lacking BDNF and NT-4/5**

Although both BDNF and NT-4/5 activate the Trk B receptor, which is present in both vestibular and cochlear neurons (Pirvola et al., 1992, 1994; Ernfors et al., 1992; Dechant et al., 1993; Schecterson and Bothwell, 1994), mice lacking NT-4/5 did not show any dramatic reduction in either cochlear or vestibular neurons at P15 (Conover et al., 1995). Because nearly all vestibular neurons were lost by P15 in bdnf−/− mice, it was not possible to accurately determine whether there was a greater reduction in vestibular neurons in bdnf−/−: nt-4/5−/− double knockout mice. Therefore, we examined the vestibular ganglia in mice lacking expression of both BDNF and NT-4/5 at P1, at a stage when vestibular neurons were reduced, but not completely lost in bdnf−/− mice.

Double mutant mice (P1) were generated from mice heterozygous for BDNF and NT-4/5. The mice resulting from these crosses carried various combinations of wild-type (+/+), heterozygote (+/−) and homozygote (−/−) genes for BDNF and NT-4/5 (Table 2). Mice lacking both BDNF and NT-4/5 did not show any greater reduction in vestibular ganglion size than mice lacking only BDNF (Table 2). Cochlear structures appeared normal in mice lacking both BDNF and NT-4/5. Thus, NT-4/5 alone, or in combination with BDNF, does not appear to play a role in development of vestibular or cochlear

![Fig. 7. Whole-mount surface preparations stained with osmium tetroxide reveal myelinated afferent fibers innervating the organ of Corti. (A) Wild-type mice (bdnf+/+) have dense afferent nerve fiber innervation to the apical region of the organ of Corti at P15. (B) Mice lacking BDNF (−/−) show a reduction in the density of myelinated afferent fiber innervation to this region at P15. Innervation to all other regions of the cochlea appears similar in bdnf+/+ and bdnf−/− mice. Scale bar, 100 μm.](image1)

![Fig. 8. Comparison of type II cochlear neurons in bdnf+/+ and bdnf−/− mice. (A) RT97-positive neurons are detected in cross sections of cochlear ganglia in mice lacking BDNF (−/−). The neurofilament antibody RT97 preferentially stains the neurofilament-rich type II cochlea neurons. (B,C) DiI-labeled, flat-mount preparations of P7 organ of Corti reveal cochlear afferent fibers extending from the cochlear ganglia through radial fibers (r) to the inner hair cell region (asterisks) and the three rows of outer hair cells (arrows). (B) Cochlear afferent fibers are observed innervating inner and outer hair cells in bdnf+/+ mice at the middle-basal turn. All other regions of the cochlea receive similar innervation. (C) Afferent fibers extend to the inner and outer hair cells in the basal turn of bdnf−/− mice; however, compared to bdnf+/+ mice, the fiber density to the outer hair cells is reduced. Innervation density to the outer hair cells in the apical and middle turns (not shown) was more severely reduced than in the basal turn. Scale bars, 100 μm.](image2)
neurons and is unable to compensate for the lack of BDNF in the vestibular system.

**DISCUSSION**

The present study revealed both age-dependent and dose-dependent effects of BDNF on developing vestibular neurons. Our results indicate that neurons within the statoacoustic (vestibulocochlear) complex do not require BDNF during neurogenesis or in the initial stages of neurite outgrowth. However, neurons within the vestibular component appear to become dependent on BDNF by mid-stages of inner ear development. At early stages of development, the SAG complex consists of both vestibular and cochlear portions of the ganglia. By E12.5-13, both cochlear and vestibular regions of the SAG undergo proliferation and begin to extend processes to the undifferentiated sensory epithelium of the otocyst (see Fritzsch and Nichols, 1993; Fritzsch et al., 1995). In the present study, we found that the SAG of bdnf+/− mice formed normally and at E12.5-13 was similar in size and appearance to that of bdnf+/+ mice. Although the mouse otocyst contains BDNF mRNA transcripts in presumptive vestibular regions at these early stages (Schecterson and Bothwell, 1994), the initial production of SAR neurons appears normal in the absence of BDNF. The present in vivo results are consistent with previous in vitro studies that demonstrated that BDNF did not influence the survival or outgrowth of early stage SAG neurons (Davies et al., 1986; Bianchi and Cohan, 1993) and that BDNF-like activity was not detected in media conditioned by otocyst tissue (Bianchi and Cohan, 1993).

By E13.5-14, afferent innervation to vestibular sensory epithelia was reduced in bdnf+/− mice. Fibers to the posterior vertical canal and most afferent fibers to the anterior and horizontal canals were absent, while the utricle and saccule had only a decrease in innervation density. All innervation to the semicircular canals was lost by E14.5-15. These results are consistent with a recent report on the fiber innervation to vestibular epithelia in mice lacking the Trk B receptor (Fritzsch et al., 1995). In that report, afferent fibers were seen extending to vestibular regions at E12.5, but were first decreased at E13.5. As with bdnf+/− mice, the innervation to the semicircular canals was more severely affected than innervation to the utricle and saccule. These findings are consistent with the previous findings that semicircular canals express only BDNF, whereas all other regions of the inner ear express both BDNF and NT-3 (Hallböök et al., 1993; Schecterson and Bothwell, 1994; Pirvola et al., 1992, 1994).

Although BDNF does not appear to be required early in vestibular neurogenesis, our results indicate that BDNF functions as a survival factor for vestibular neurons by mid-stages of inner ear development. By E16.5-17, corresponding to the period of mid-synaptogenesis in the mouse vestibular system (Mbeine et al., 1988; Desmadryl et al., 1990), the number of vestibular neurons in bdnf+/− mice was reduced. Vestibular ganglia of bdnf+/− mice continued to decrease in size, as well as in the number of vestibular neurons, from E16.5-P15. Similarly, Fritzsch et al. (1995) reported pycnotic cells in the vestibular ganglia of both wild-type and Trk B+/− mice at E17.5 and P0. These results suggest that programmed cell death of vestibular neurons continues through at least early neonatal stages. Schimmang et al. (1995) also reported a reduction in the number of vestibular neurons in Trk B−/− mice from E18.5 to P1. In contrast to these results, Ernfors et al. (1995) reported no further decrease in vestibular neurons from E16 through P14 in bdnf+/− mice, suggesting that all vestibular neuronal death occurs between E13 and E16. In the mouse, synaptogenesis of vestibular afferent fibers on peripheral target cells is largely completed between E18 and the first postnatal week (Desmadryl et al., 1992). The continued decrease in vestibular neurons observed in the present study of bdnf+/− mice, as well as recent studies of Trk B−/− mice (Fritzsch et al., 1995; Schimmang et al., 1995), would be consistent with this timecourse of innervation and suggests that vestibular neurons degenerate during the period that peripheral synaptic contacts are normally made.

Although the timing and expression of *BDNF* mRNA in peripheral vestibular structures is consistent with the idea that BDNF functions as a target-derived factor for vestibular neurons, additional sources of trophic support may also be available. Expression of *BDNF* has not been reported in central vestibular targets; however, expression of *BDNF, NGF* and *NT-3* mRNA has been detected in embryonic mouse and quail SAG (Schecterson and Bothwell, 1994; Bernd et al., 1994). These factors may act at later stages of development to support survival of vestibular or cochlear neurons in an autocrine or paracrine manner as recently described for other sensory neurons (Acheson et al., 1995).

In the present study, analysis of bdnf+/− mice revealed a loss of vestibular neurons that was remarkably intermediate to the neuronal loss observed in bdnf+/+ and bdnf+/− mice. The intermediate decrease in vestibular ganglia and the time course of degeneration of vestibular neurons is consistent with classical ideas of the role of neurotrophic factors in neuronal development. According to this model, neurons become dependent upon neurotrophic factors when they reach their target cells (Levi-Montalcini, 1987; Davies, 1988). Thus, the number of surviving vestibular neurons appears to be regulated in proportion to the amounts of available BDNF. ELISA measurements of BDNF protein content from DRG revealed a ‘dose-response curve’ for BDNF protein in bdnf+/+, bdnf+/− and bdnf−/− mice and indicated BDNF protein levels were reduced by approximately half in bdnf+/− mice compared to bdnf+/+ mice. Due to the small size of vestibular sensory epithelia, it was not possible to measure BDNF protein levels from these

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Volume (×10⁶ µm³)</th>
<th>% of Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(bdnf)/(-/4/5)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>11.6±0.92  100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+/+)/(+/+)</td>
<td>(n=3)</td>
<td>12.8±1.63  110%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+/)/(−/−)</td>
<td>(n=2)</td>
<td>8.39±4.44  73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+−)/(+/+)</td>
<td>(n=3)</td>
<td>1.28±0.01  11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+−)/(−/−)</td>
<td>(n=4)</td>
<td>1.26±0.07  11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2. Vestibular ganglia in double neurotrophin mutant mice*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Volume (×10⁶ µm³)</th>
<th>% of Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(bdnf)/(-/4/5)</td>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>11.6±0.92  100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+/+)/(+/+)</td>
<td>(n=3)</td>
<td>12.8±1.63  110%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+/)/(−/−)</td>
<td>(n=2)</td>
<td>8.39±4.44  73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+−)/(+/+)</td>
<td>(n=3)</td>
<td>1.28±0.01  11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+−)/(−/−)</td>
<td>(n=4)</td>
<td>1.26±0.07  11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loss of both BDNF and NT-4/5 did not lead to a greater reduction in the volume of vestibular ganglia in P1 mice. Genotypes of the mice are indicated with the bdnf genotype first and the nt-4/5 genotype second. The size of the vestibular ganglia is similar in mice with either a wild-type or disrupted copy of the NT-4/5 gene.
tissues. While we cannot be certain that the same dose-response would be found for vestibular tissues, the results from DRG strongly support the idea that BDNF protein is produced in more limited quantities in bdnf\(^{+/+}\) mice compared to bdnf\(^{-/-}\) mice.

Recent studies of mice lacking neurotrophins have provided indirect evidence for the target-derived neurotrophic factor hypothesis (Crowley et al., 1994; Ernfors et al., 1994b, 1995). Evidence for a ‘gene dosage’ effect of a neurotrophic factor was first obtained following evaluation of muscle spindle formation in mice homozygous or heterozygous for the NT-3 null mutation (Ernfors et al., 1994b). Interestingly, muscle spindles, which rely on afferent innervation for formation, were absent in nt-3\(^{-/-}\) mice and reduced by 50% in nt-3\(^{+/+}\) mice. In contrast to muscle spindle formation, formation of hair cells does not appear to be dependent on afferent innervation (Corwin and Cotanche, 1989; Swanson et al., 1990). In the present study, vestibular hair cells were detected in all vestibular sensory epithelia in both bdnf\(^{+/+}\) and bdnf\(^{-/-}\) mice, consistent with earlier reports that innervation is not required for hair cell differentiation. A recent report (Fritzsch et al., 1995), utilizing light and scanning electron microscopy, examined hair cell formation in mice lacking the neurotrophin receptors Trk B and Trk C. These investigators found that hair cells formed normally throughout the vestibular and cochlear regions in mice lacking one or both of these receptors, at least until P0, the latest stage examined. Even in the Trk B/C double mutant mice, where all innervation to the inner ear was lost, hair cell formation proceeded normally. Another recent report (Ernfors et al., 1995) revealed that vestibular hair cells were present in normal numbers in mice lacking BDNF, but suggested that the vestibular hair cells had an ‘immature’ appearance at the ultrastructural level in these mice. Schimmang et al. (1995) also reported a reduction in the thickness of cochlear sensory epithelium in mice lacking Trk C. Thus, the possibility that subtle morphological changes occur in the sensory epithelium of mice lacking neurotrophins or their associated receptors cannot be ruled out.

Despite the presence of BDNF mRNA transcripts in inner and outer hair cells of the cochlea and the expression of Trk B mRNA in cochlear neurons (Pirvola et al., 1992; 1994; Schecterson and Bothwell, 1994), no severe morphological deficits were detected in the cochlear neurons of mice lacking either BDNF or NT-4/5. In the present study, the density of myelinated nerve fibers to the apical region of the organ of Corti appeared reduced in P15 bdnf\(^{-/-}\) mice compared to bdnf\(^{+/+}\) mice. Although nerve fiber density increased in this region from P11 to P15, it is unclear whether nerve fiber density ever achieves a normal pattern in this region due to the short lifespan of the bdnf\(^{-/-}\) mice. Temporally, the apex is the last region to become fully differentiated. Thus, the decrease in innervation may represent a developmental delay, consistent with previous reports showing that bdnf\(^{-/-}\) mice are retarded in growth compared to wild-type littermates (Ernfors et al., 1994a; Jones et al., 1994; Conover et al., 1995). The present study also revealed that the unmyelinated, type II cochlear afferent fibers to the outer hair cells of bdnf\(^{-/-}\) mice were reduced, particularly in the apical and middle turns of the cochlea. Interestingly, in mice lacking either Trk B or Trk C, afferent nerve fiber densities also varied at specific cochlear regions (Fritzsch et al., 1995).

Mice lacking Trk B had reduced innervation to the apical and middle turns of the cochlea, whereas mice lacking Trk C had reduced innervation to the basal turn of the cochlea. Together, these results suggest the possibility of gradients along the cochlea with Trk B/BDNF being more important at the apical-middle regions and Trk C/NT-3 more important for the basal regions. A previous report (Ernfors et al., 1995) that the type II afferents were completely absent in bdnf\(^{-/-}\) mice may have been a result of examining only the apical region of the cochlea.

In contrast to BDNF, lack of NT-3 leads to a significant loss of cochlear neurons (Farinas et al., 1994; Ernfors et al., 1995). The developmental timecourse for NT-3 dependence, as well as the effect on type I and type II cochlear neuron populations, has not yet been examined. In mice lacking Trk C, the receptor for NT-3, only diminished innervation to inner and outer hair cells in the basal turn of the cochlea was detected by DiI labeling (Fritzsch et al., 1995). Although the survival of a portion of vestibular neurons may be mediated by NT-3 (Ernfors et al., 1995; Fritzsch et al., 1995, Schimmang et al., 1995), NT-3 and its associated receptor, Trk C, appear to play a greater role in cochlear development.

Although Trk B has been detected on both vestibular and cochlear neurons, mice lacking NT-4/5 did not show a reduction in either neuronal population. These results are consistent with the observation that NT-4/5 mRNA is not detected in inner ear tissues (Ylikoski et al., 1993; Pirvola et al., 1994).

In conclusion, the present experiments reveal that vestibular neurons have an age-dependent requirement for BDNF. Vestibular neurons are produced normally in bdnf\(^{-/-}\) mice and do not appear to require BDNF until mid-stages of inner ear development. Prior to the period of initial synaptogenesis, neurons within the SAG complex were not dependent upon BDNF for their survival. However, beginning at the period when vestibular fibers approach their target cells, vestibular neurons become dependent on BDNF for their survival. Furthermore, comparison of bdnf\(^{+/+}\) and bdnf\(^{-/-}\) mice provide in vivo evidence supporting the neurotrophic hypothesis and suggest that the final complement of mature vestibular neurons is the result of competition for limiting amounts of BDNF.
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